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Abstract. A theoretical framework for the design of-in the sense of 
IND-CCA-provably secure public key cryptosystems taking non-abelian 
groups as a base is given. Our construction is inspired by Cramer and 
Shoup's general framework for developing secure encryption schemes 
from certain language membership problems; thus all our proofs are in 
the standard model, without any idealization assumptions. The skeleton 
we present is conceived as a guiding tool towards the construction of 
secure concrete schemes from finite non-abelian groups (although it is 
possible to use it also in conjunction with finite abelian groups). 

1 lntrod uction 

In the last few years, the outrageous development of cryptanalytic tech
niques has encouraged the search for theoretical models allowing for math
ematical proofs of security. Ideally, a security model should take into 
account all possible attacks, including those performed on the physical 
device where the scheme is implemented (such as timing attacks, differ
ential power analysis or attacks relying on the induction of faults) or those 
that could be carried out with non-standard computing resources like a 
quantum computer. 

One step behind such an ideal model, the nowadays standard no
tion of security for public key encryption schemes (IND-CCA) abstracts 
the implementation-dependent characteristics and models the attacker 
in terms of probabilistic polynomial-time (ppt) algorithms. Building on 
ideas of Naor and Yung [19], IND-CCA security was introduced by Rack
off and Simon [20], who also presented a scheme secure in this sense. A 



scheme with similar properties was afterwards designed by Dolev, Dwork, 
and Naor [9]. Note that, equivalently, instead of IND-CCA sometimes the 
term IND-CCA2 or the notion of semantic security aga inst adaptive cho

sen ciphertext attacks is used. As a standard reference for further details 
on formal security notions like IND-CCAl, NM-CPA, etc. we mention the 
paper of Bellare et al. [3]. 

Unfortunately, developing practical cryptosystems which can be prov
en to be IND-CCA secure is a highly non-trivial task, and therefore, ideal
ized models of computation have been introduced in order to obtain sim
pler proofs yet reasonable security guarantees [10, 4]. The first 'realistic' 
(that is, practical) proposal without idealization hypothesis was that of 
Cramer and Shoup [7, 8], which uses the Decision Diffie-Hellman assump
tion as a base. The same authors gave later a very general construction 
which in particular led to the design ofIND-CCA group theoretic schemes 
constructed from certain group based primitives called group systems. 

Essentially, such primitives are derived from hard subgroup membership 
problems of suitable abelian groups. 

On the other hand, group theory has lately attracted a lot of atten
tion as a potential source of cryptographic primitives. Having in mind 
the existing quantum algorithms for factoring integers and computing 
discrete logarithms, it is indeed worthwhile to explore different areas of 
mathematics in search of hard problems. Several proposals to use hard 
problems in non-abelian groups for public key encryption have been made, 
some based on word or factorization problems [22, 11, 18] and others on 
variants of the conjugacy problem in braid groups [2, 1, 15, 16]. Unfortu
nately, almost all of these have been proven insecure in some sense [13, 
5, 14, 6]. In [12] common properties of some of these schemes have been 
exploited to identify a security flaw according to one of the standard se
curity notions (malleability). A sound design framework could be very 
helpful to prevent this kind of flaws when developing new schemes based 
on non-abelian groups. 

With this purpose in mind, below a theoretical framework for con
structing IND-CCA secure public key schemes using finite not necessarily 
abelian groups is described. Our design is inspired by that of Cramer and 
Shoup [8, 7], but it is not a generalization of it. It is our aim to provide 
precise guidelines for developing group-based schemes with a sound theo
retical basis, and we hope that the design presented here leads to practical 
and secure constructions as soon as reasonable hardness assumptions for 
certain group-based problems are identified. 



2 Main tools of Cramer and Shoup's construction 

The main building blocks of the public key cryptosystem introduced by 
Cramer and Shoup are so-called projective hash families, subset member

ship problems and universal hash proof systems. We include an informal 
summary of these notions and refer to [7, 8] for the corresponding defini
tions. 

2.1 Projective hash families 

Let X, fl be finite non-empty sets , and K some finite index set. Consider 
a family H = {Hk : X ---+ fl}kEI< of mappings from X into fl, and let 
a: K---+ S be a map from K into some finite non-empty set S.

With this notation, for a given subset L C X, we refer to the tuple 
H = (H,K,X,L,fl,S,a), as projective hash family (PHF) for (X,L) if 
for all k E K the restriction of Hk to L is determined by a(k), i.e., for 
all x E L and k1 , k2 E K the equality a(k1) = a(k2) implies Hk1 

(x) = 
Hk2

(x). 
Next, we consider three concepts to limit the amount of information 

about the behavior of a map Hk on X \ L, given by a(k): 

- We say that H is €-universal if for any x E X \ L and for a uniformly
at random chosen k E K, the probability of correctly guessing Hk(x)
from x and a(k) is at most c. In other words, a(k) determines Hk I L 

completely, but gives (almost) no information about Hk lx\L·
- We say H is c-universal2 if even knowing (besides Hk IL) the value of

Hk in some x* EX\ L, for any x EX\ (LU {x*}) the value of Hk(x)
can be guessed correctly with probability at most c.

- F inally, we say that H is €-smooth if the probability distributions of
(x, s, Hk(x)) and (x, s, 1r) , where k, x and 1r are chosen uniformly
at random in K, X\L and fl, respectively, ands= a(k), are €-close.

2.2 Subset membership problems 

Many cryptosystems base their semantic security on a decisional as
sumption such as the Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption or the 
Quadratic Residuosity (QR) assumption. Most of these assumptions can 
be formulated in terms of indistinguishability of two probability distri
butions. Namely, the uniform distribution on a set X and the uniform 
distribution on a subset L C X. For instance, if G is a cyclic group of 
prime order p and g1 and g2 are two randomly selected generators of 



G, the DDH assumption on G is formalized by setting X = G x G and 
L 

= ((g1, g2)). 
Since computational assumptions are in nature complexity theoretical 

statements, a complexity parameter l E No, ( as the binary length of p in 
DDH) must be taken into account. Also, for each value of l, there are 
some possible instances of the same problem. The (random) choice of a 
particular instance for complexity parameter l is modelled by a samplable 
probability distribution I1 on the set of instance descriptions. In addition 
to a set X along with a subset L C X, an instance description A specifies 
a binary relation R � L x W, where W is a so-called witness test whose 
elements provide 'proofs of belonging' to the elements in L, that is, given 
x EL, there is always aw E W that can be used to prove that x belong'S 
to L. 

Now, a subset membership problem M specifies a collection of dis
tributions (I1)1ENo on the set of instance descriptions along with several 
sampling and verifying algorithms: 

- a ppt algorithm called the instance generator that on input 11, outputs
a description A= A[X, L, W, R] as just described;

- a ppt algorithm which, upon input of 11 and a certain instance A =

A[X, L, W, R], outputs a random x E L and a witness w E W for x
( subset sampling algorithm);

- a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that takes as input 1 1 , an
instance A= A[X, L, W, R] and a binary string(, and checks whether

( is a valid encoding of an element x E X.

Moreover, M is hard if the probability distributions (A, x) and (A, x'), 
where A= A[X, L, W, RJ is the output of the instance generator and x, x'

are uniformly distributed on L and X \ L respectively, are polynomially 
indistinguishable. 

2.3 Universal hash proof systems 

A hash proof system (HPS) P is a rule which for a subset membership 
problem M associates to each instance A = A[X, L, W, R] of Ma projec
tive hash family (H,K,X,L,II,S,a) for (X,L). In addition, P provides 
the following sampling and verifying algorithms which are polynomial in 
the complexity parameter l:

- a probabilistic algorithm that on input 11 and A (with non-zero prob
ability according to the corresponding distribution I1) outputs k E K
chosen uniformly at random;



- a deterministic algorithm that on input ll, A and k as above, outputs
a(k) ES;

- a deterministic private evaluation algorithm that on input l, A, k as
above, and x EX outputs Hk(x) E II;

- a deterministic public evaluation algorithm that on input 11, A as
above, s E a(K) and x E L together with a witness w E W for x,
outputs Hk(x) E II (where a(k) = s);

- a deterministic algorithm that on input 1 1, A as above and a bitstring
( determines if ( is a valid encoding of an element of II.

A hash proof system P is referred to as E:-universal, if the PHFs it
associates to the instances of a subset membership problem M are 'al
most' E:-universal. Namely, consider E: : No --+ IR>o, a function of the 
complexity parameter l. Then we call P E:-universal (resp. universal2, 
smooth) if there exists a negligible function 8 ( l) such that for all l E No 
and all instances A of M, the PHF H associated to A by Pis 8(1)-close 
to an c(l)-universal (resp. universal2, smooth) PHF. Moreover, if this is 
the case, and c(l) is a negligible function, then we say that P is strongly 

universal (resp. universal2, smooth). Finally, it is convenient to provide 
an extended notion of hash proof systems obtained by simply replacing 
the sets X and L by X x E and L x E for a a suitable finite set E. 
Also, in these extended hash proof systems a value e E E is passed as an 
additional input to both the private and the public evaluation algorithm. 

It is worth noticing that if a HPS is strongly universal and the under
lying subset membership problem is hard, then the problem of evaluating 
Hk(x) for random k EK and arbitrary x E X given only x and a(k) is 
also hard. Thus, the role of the witness in the public evaluation algorithm 
becomes clear: without w there is no way to efficiently compute Hk(x). 

2.4 Cramer and Shoup's IND-CCA secure public key 

encryption scheme 

Roughly speaking, in the scheme proposed by Cramer and Shoup [7, 8] 
a message m E II is encrypted by using Hk(x) as a one time pad; while 
the value of k is kept secret, x and a(k) are made public. More precisely, 
given a strongly smooth HPS for a hard subset membership problem, the 
secret key of the encryption scheme is k E K, and the public key consists 
of s = a(k) along with the instance description. The message space is 
II. To encrypt a message m E II, first a random pair (x, w) E L x W
is generated, so that w is a witness for x. Next, by means of the public
evaluation algorithm, the value Hk(x) is computed; the ciphertext is the



pair (x,m · Hk(x)), where· is a suitable group operation. Implicitly, it is 
assumed that ll is a group where elements can be efficiently inverted and 
multiplied.  

Clearly, the holder of k can retrieve Hk(x) by using the private eval
uation algorithm, and therewith the message. On the other hand, since 
the subset membership problem is hard, there is no way for a polynomi
ally bounded adversary to distinguish between a well-formed ciphertext 
and a fake ciphertext obtained by choosing x E X \ L instead of x E L. 
However, due to the smoothness of the RPS, since k is unknown, Hk(x) is 
close to be uniformly distributed on ll, so the message is nearly perfectly 
hidden. Therefore, no information about the plaintext can be obtained in 
polynomial time by a passive adversary. 

IND-CCA security is achieved by appending to the ciphertext a 'proof 
of integrity' obtained from a strong universah extended RPS. The set E 
in the definition of this extended RPS is just the message space ll. More 
formally: 
Let M be a hard subset membership problem and P, P be two HPSs for 
M, strongly smooth and strongly universah extended respectively. An 
instance of these objects is described by an instance A[X, L, W, RJ of M 
and two instances H = (H, K, X, L, ll, S, a) and H = (H, k, Xx ll,L x 
ll, fI, S, &) of P and P, respectively. Note that the instances of P and P 
must share the sets X, L and W and the sampling algorithm. Once the 
above parameters are fixed, the algorithms of the encryption scheme can 
be described as follows: 

Key generation Choose k E K and k E k uniformly at random, 
computes= a(k) E S, s = &(k) ES and output two pairs (s, s)-the 
public key-and (k, k )-the private key. 

Encryption To encrypt a plaintext m E ll, first generate x E L and 
a corresponding witness w E W by means of the subset sampling 
algorithm provided by M. Then compute 

- 1r = Hk(x) (from x, s and w, by using the public evaluation algo
rithm provided by P) 

- e = m · 1r Ell and n = H1:.(x, e) (from s, x, e and w, by using the
public evaluation algorithm provided by P).

The output ciphertext is the tuple (x,e,n). 
Decryption algorithm To decrypt the received ciphertext (x, e, n), 

- compute *' = H1.,(x, e) E fI (by means of the private evaluation
algorithm of P),



- check whether -ir = -ir' and, if not, output reject and halt. Other
wise, compute 1r = Hk(x) E II (by means of the private evaluation
algorithm of P) as well as the plaintext m = e · 1r-

1 E II.
This algorithm is also supposed to recognize and reject bitstrings that 
do not correspond to properly formed ciphertexts, i. e., bitstrings that 
do not encode an element of X x II x iI.

3 Main tools of a non-abelian construct ion based on 

group automorphisms 

In [8], Cramer and Shoup give a group-theoretic construction for deriving 
universal projective hash families from so-called group systems. Their con
struction is based on the use of finite abelian groups, and they prove that, 
if the group system has certain properties, then the corresponding PHF 
is c:-universab. We establish the same result for a different group-based 
primitive, which we call automorphism group system. 

3.1 Automorphism group systems 

Let X be a (not necessarily abelian) group. Multiplicative notation will 
be used for all groups, thus the unit element will be denoted by l. Let H
be a finite subgroup of Aut(X), S some finite group and x : H ---+ S a 
group homomorphism. Note that for any ¢ E H, x( ¢) gives some (limited) 
information about ¢. 

Definition 1. Let X, H, S and x be defined as above. Then the tuple 
(X, H, X, S) is called an automorphism group system. 

For any ¢ E H, let [¢] = x-1(x(¢)) denote the class of ¢ in H/kerx.

Obviously, 1[¢]1 =I ker xi, and for any x EX and ¢ EH we have 

[¢](x) = {'¢(x) I'¢ E [¢]} = ¢((ker x)(x)). 

Denoting the orbit of x under the action of ker x by [x], we have 1[¢](x)I = 
1¢([x])I = l[x]I, as ¢ is a bijection. Clearly, x E [x] and hence l[x]I � 1; 
denote by L the set {x EX I l[x]I = 1}, that is {x EX I [x] = {x}}. Then 
it is trivial to check that Lis a subgroup of X. Note also that, if x, y E X 
are in the same class modulo L, i.e., if xL = yL, then l[x]I = l[Y]I. 

Observe that the restriction of ¢ to L only depends on x( ¢) and that 
ker x � Stab(L) although they are not necessarily equal. 

As the systems above will be useful for us if x gives little information 
about the action of H on X \ L, we will be particularly interested in those 
systems for which the (ker x)-orbits of elements in X \Lare large. 



Definition 2. Let p > l be a positive integer. The automorphism group 
system (X, H, X, S) is p-diverse if l[x]I � p for all x EX\ L. 

Lemma 1. Let (X, H,X, S) be an automorphism group system, and let p 
be the smallest prime dividing I ker xi. Then (X, H, X, S) is p-diverse. 

Proof. Note that ker x acts on X, and thus l[x]I divides Iker xi, so if 
x EX\ L (i.e., if l[x]I # 1) then l[x]I is at least p. D 

To get a better intuition of the notion of automorphism gToup system, 
we conclude this section with a simple (abelian) example in a setting 
analogue to [7, Section 7.4.2 Example 2]: 

Example 1. Denote by X some cyclic group of composite order a= b · b'

with b < l/ being different prime numbers, and let L be the (unique) 
subgroup of X of order b. Then X is isomorphic to Z/b'!L, x Z/b'Z, and the 
automorphism group H := Aut(X) can be identified with Z/(b- l)Z x 
Z/(b' - l)Z. 

Thus, using this identification, define x as the corresponding natural 
projection 

X: H -t S := Z/(b- l)Z 

(h1, h2) i--+ h1 

Thus, the kernel of x is isomorphic to Z/(b' - l)Z , and obviously each 
element of L is stabilized by ker X· Moreover, one easily checks that any 
element having only a single image under ker x is already contained in 
L. In other words (X, H, X, S) is an automorphism group system in the
sense of Definition 2, and L = { x E X I I [ x] I = 1}. It is also easy to check
that this automorphism group system is (b' - !)-diverse.

Remark 1. Nate that Example 1 can easily be generalized to the case 
X = A x B for some not necessarily abelian finite groups A and B, 
H = Aut(A) x Aut(B), S = Aut(A) and x the corresponding projection. 
Actually, in Example 1 we have gcd(IAI, IBI) = 1, and therefore H =

Aut(A) x Aut(B) = Aut(X). 

3.2 Automorphism group projective hash families 

As it was the case for abelian group systems [7, 8], a projective hash 
family can be built from an automorphism group system by providing 
some additional elements: 

Let us consider an automorphism group system (X,H,x,S), and de
note by n : K -t H a bijection from a suitable index set K (which 



will later serve as the private key space). Noting that x(n(k)) deter
mines the action of n(k) on L completely, it is easy to see that the tuple 
(H, K, X, L, X, S, x on) is a projective hash family. 

Definition 3. Any P HF constructed from an automorphism group sys
tem as described above is called automorphism group projective hash fam
ily (APHF). 

An automorphism group projective hash family is made explicit by the 
tuple (X,H,K,S,x,n). 

It is our aim to prove that, if the automorphism group projective hash 
family has certain nice properties, the resulting APHF will be €-univer
sal for some c > 0. We start by demonstrating that for any x E X, 
choosing k E K uniformly at random ( that is, choosing uniformly at 
random a homomorphism in H), given x(n(k)), there are exactly l[x)I 
equally probable candidates for (n(k))(x). 

Lemma 2. Let (X,H,x,S) be an automorphism group system and let 
x E X. If ¢ E H is chosen uniformly at random, once s = x( ¢) is given 
then¢ is uniformly distributed on the coset x-1(s) and ¢(x) is uniformly
distributed on the set {'lj;(x) I 1P E x-1(s)}, that is, on a set of cardinality
equal to l[x)I. 

Proof. Clearly, as¢ is chosen uniformly at random, once we fix s = x(¢), 
the resulting distribution is uniform on x-1(s). Moreover, for any x EX,
¢( x) is uniformly distributed on 

provided that the sets 

S
y

= {'lj; E x-1(s) I 'lj;(x) = y}

for ally E {'lj;(x),'lj; E x-1(s)} are of the same size. But this is straight
forward to see, as all S

y 
are left cosets modulo ker x n Stab( { x} ). D 

Proposition 1. Let H = (X, H, K, S, X, n) be an automorphism group 
projective hash family. 

If the underlying automorphism group system (X, H, X, S) is p-diverse 
then H is 1/p-universal. 

Proof. From Lemma 2, for any x E X \ L, the probability of guessing the 
right value of (n(k))(x) for a random choice of k E K given x(n(k)) is 
1/l[x]I, that is at most 1/p. D 



In [8] a generic method to obtain a smooth projective hash family 
from any universal projective hash family, taking advantage of the Left
over Hash Lemma, is described. Nevertheless, in some special cases, the 
smoothness can be guaranteed directly. 

Proposition 2. Let H = (X, H, K, S, X, n) be an automorphism group
projective hash family. If the whole set X \ L is a single orbit under the
action of kerx then His ILI/IXl-smooth.

Proof. Let x EX\ L. From Lemma 2, (n(k))(x) is uniformly distributed 
on a set of size l[x]I = IX \ LI. Then, the statistical distance between 
(n(k))(x) and the uniform distribution on Xis 

thus the probability distribution of (n(k))(x) is ILI/IXl-close to the uni
form distribution on X D 

3.3 Universal2 extended projective hash families 

In [8], the authors outline a generic transformation from any €-universal 
projective hash family to an c:-universal2 extended projective hash family. 
But in the case of automorphism group projective hash families there is 
a more efficient way to achieve this goal. 

Let H = (X, H, K, S, X, n) be an automorphism group projective hash 
family such that the underlying automorphism grnup system (X, H, X, S)
is p-diverse. Let q be the smallest prime factor of IHI. Further on, denote 
by n a positive integer and by Ea finite set. Let us define a new extended 
projective hash family II by means of n + l independent copies of H and 
a "gluing" function g!f : Hn+l -+ H defined by: 

g!f (<Po, ... , <Pn) := <Po o ¢'{1 o · · · o <P�n 

where,= b1, ... ,'Yn) E zn and ¢7i(x) :=<Pi o··· o <Pi(x) . 
.._.,

'Yi 
Similarly, we define g� : 3n+1 -+ S by 

g� (so,···, Sn) := X(g!f (</Jo,···, </Jn)) = SoSi 1 

• • • S�n , 

where </Jj E x-1 (sj) for all j = 0, ... , n.



Now, k. = Kn+l, S = 3n+1 and the natural extensions x of x and h
of n are used. The set Xis extended to .X =Xx E. Further on, given k,
we define <Pk : X x E -+ X by 

H 

A A 

<Pk(x,e) := 9r(x,e)(n(k))(x), 

where I': (x, e) t-t (I'1 (x, e), ... , I'n(x, e)) is an injective map from Xx E
into {O, ... , q - l}n. Let us denote by fI the set {<Pk I k EK.}. 

The soundness of our construction will rely on the commutativity of 
the following diagTam: 

It can be shown that 
s--s 

g� 

:fI = (iI,k.,x x E,L x E,x,s,x oh) 

is a l/p-universal2 projective hash family. Recall that this actually means 
that for any x E X \ L and e E E if k E k. is chosen uniformly at 
random and x(rt(k)), <Pk(x*, e*) are known ( for some x* EX\ (LU {x })
and e* E E), the probability of guessing <Pf..(x, e) correctly is smaller than 
l/p. 

We start by obtaining an analogue of Lemma 2. 

Lemma 3. Let H be as a bove, x EX and e EE. Then, if¢ E Hn+l is 
chosen uniformly at random, onces= x(¢) is.fixed, then <P = gf!(x,e)(¢) is 
uniformly distributed on the coset x-1(s), wheres= 9f(x,e) (s). Moreover,
<j)(x) is uniformly distributed on the set { 'lj,,(x) I '1/J E x- 1(s)}, that is, on a 
set of cardinality equal to l[x]I. 

Proof. It is clear that in the conditional probability space, ¢ is uni
formly distributed on the set gf!

(x,e/x-1(s)). Let us show that this set
is just the coset x-1(s). It is clear that gf!(x,e)(x-1(s)) � x-1(s)
since x(gf!cx,e)(x-1(s))) = 9f(x,e)(x-1(x(s))) = s. Conversely,
gf!

(x,e)(x-1(s)) contains a whole coset modulo kerx. To see this, pick
an element 't/J E gf!

(x,e) (5:-1 ( s)). Then, there exists ,J; = ( 't/Jo , 't/J1, ... , 't/Jn) E 
x-1(s) such that '1p = gf!

(x ,e)(,J;). For each TJ E kerx, TJ0'1p = gf!(x,e)(TJO
't/Jo, 't/;1 , ... , 't/Jn) that is also in 5:-1(s). From this point, the proof proceeds 
exactly as in Lemma 2. D 



Proposition 3. If (X, H, X, S) is p-diverse then H is a 1/p-universal 
projective hash family. 

Proof. From Lemma 3, for any x E X \ L and e E E, the probability of 
guessing the right value of Pfi(x, e) = gf!

(x,e)(fi(k))(x) for a random choice
of k Ek given x(h(k)) is 1/l[x]I, that is at most 1/p. D 

The next proposition shows that H is also universal2 (see Appendix 
A for a proof): 

Proposition 4. If (X, H, X, S) is p-diverse then H is a 1/p-universah 
projective hash family. 

Equipped with these results, we can now mimic Cramer and Shoup's 
(abelian) construction. Given a hard subset membership problem M and 
suitable automorphism group systems, we can construct, analogously as it 
is done in [7, 8], two HPSs for M, P and P, strongly smooth and strongly 
universal2 extended respectively. Then, with the same arguments as in the 
security proof of the general Cramer and Shoup construction, we obtain: 

Proposition 5. Let M be a hard subset membership prob lem, P an d 
P strongly smooth resp. strongly universal2 extended HPSs for M con
structed from automorphism group systems. 

Then the public key encryption scheme described in Section 2.4 is 
secure in the sense of IND-CCA. 

4 Deriving examples of provably secure public key 

encryption schemes 

As pointed out, e.g., by Shpilrain in [21], some investigation should still be 
devoted to the construction of group theoretical schemes with satisfactory 
security guarantees. At the moment we cannot provide a practical new 
provably secure public key scheme based on non-abelian groups and the 
above framework. In the following, we restrict to outlining a possible 
methodology for designing a cryptosystem fitting our framework. One 
plausible approach to deriving examples is as follows: 

Find a suitable decisional problem. Take, e.g., the decisional Diffie
Hellman problem in a cyclic group G = 

(g) of prime order q.

Represent it as a subset membership problem. For instance: X =

G x G and L = 
((g,gc)), for some secret c E {l, . . .  ,q-1}. Thus, L

can be seen as a line in GF(q)2 generated by the vector (1, c).



Study a related automorphism group which would fix the sub
set elements. Take, for the case above, the subgroup of GL{2, q) 
that fixes L. That is, the group formed by the matrices that fix the 
vector {1,c). This will act as the kernel of the homomorphism X· As 
this subgroup is not necessarily normal, we take as H its normalizer 
in GL{2, q), which has order q(q - 1)2.

Construct x accordingly. 

Of course, all these steps have to be done in such a way that the final 
construction is computationally feasible, so that the required sampling 
and evaluation algorithms for the encryption scheme can be provided. 

The above automorphism group system can be used directly to de
rive a projective hash family which would however be neither universal 
nor smooth, but some slight modifications allow to achieve these two 
properties. Nevertheless, we do not encourage the construction of a hash 
proof system from it due to the lack of efficiency of some of the required 
algorithms. 

Also, the example above is in some sense 'close' to the abelian case 
{which, in the end, inspires this construction). However, based on the 
above methodology one can also think of similar constructions that are 
genuinely non-abelian. To this aim, we recall the definition of a logarith
mic signature, first given by [17]: 

Definition 4. Let L be a finite group. Next, denote b ye= [6, ... ,es] a 
sequence of lengths E No such that each �i {l � i � s) is it self a sequence 
ei = [eiO, ... , eiri-1] with fo EL (0 � j < ri) and ri E No.
Then we cal l  e a logarithmic signature for L if each g EL is represented 
uniquely as a produc t 

with c ... E c. {l <i <s). ',iJ, ',i - -

( 1) 

Example 2. Suppose we have at hand a hard subset membership prob
lem M which for each input l E No selects an instance constructed as 
follows: Let X be a non-abelian group, H � Aut(X) and e = [6, ... ,e

s] 
a logarithmic signature for a subgroup L of X, H-invariant (i.e., ¢(L) = 
L 'v</J E H). Suppose that factoring elements according to e is a hard 
computational problem. 

Moreover, let w := Ari x · · · x Ar. where 1ei 1 = 1'i and Ar stands for the 
set {O, ... , r - l }. Define the bijection 

(3: W --+ L 
(w1, · · ·, Ws ) � 6w1 ... esw8 • 



The sampling algorithm just chooses a random w E W and computes 
x = /3(w). Now let us describe an automorphism group system for X

and L: Assume H is such that that given ¢ E H the images ¢( fo), 
j = 0, ... , r\ -1, i = 1, ... , s give no information about the action of¢ on 
X \ L. Suppose also that ¢(0 induces a polynomial time factorization of 
</J(L) for all ¢ E H5

. Let n be an efficiently computable bijection defined 
between some index set Kand H. 

Moreover, take S := HI L and x : H ----+ S the natural projection, i.e. 
x(<P) := ¢IL· Note that the image x(<P)(x) can be efficiently computed for 
any XE L given a witness (w1, ... ,ws) for X and the images <P(eiw;) for
i = 1, ... , s. Thus, in practice, x(<P) may be specified by ¢(0. Clearly,
(X, H, X, S) is an automorphism group system (see Section 3.1).

Now, from a good enough automorphism group system (i.e., p-diverse 
for some large prime p), two PHFs, H and H, can be constructed as in 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Then, if there exist efficient algorithms for sampling, 
public and private evaluation, the resulting encryption scheme will be 
secure in the sense of IND-CCA. 

As a final remark on this example, let us suppose the group H is a 
subgroup oflnn(X), that is, for each¢ EH there exists a certain a E X
so that ¢(x) = axa-1• For the scheme to be secure, a special kind of
simultaneous conjugac y problem must be hard to solve in L. Also, it must 
be possible to produce hard logarithmic signatures of L which could be 
used as parts of the public keys. 

Examples of schemes already proposed relying on similar assumptions 
are the MST2 scheme [18] and the key exchange proposed by Anshel et al. 
in [2]. However, even if the underlying mathematical problems used as a 
base could be considered hard, such constructions would not be provably 
secure in the sense of IND-CCA. 

5 Conclusions 

We have given a theoretical framework which, if sound hardness assump
tions are identified, may lead to the construction of IND-CCA public key 
encryption schemes based on non-abelian groups. The main tool we in
troduced are automorphism group systems for deriving projective hash 
families from non-abelian groups. The idea used here parallels Cramer 
and Shoup's abelian construction based on group systems. As in their 

5 This last condition could be avoided using the generic transformation from [8]. 



framework, we give criteria for choosing suitable automorphism group 

systems in order to obtain useful (i.e. universal) projective hash fami
lies. In principle, our model may also help in developing new examples 
of IND-CCA secure schemes based on abelian groups; it is however es
pecially interesting as a design guide for developing new to ols in non

abelian cryptography. Up until now, cryptosystems based on non-abelian 
groups often turned out to have security flaws which are independent 
of the soundness of the underlying mathematical assumptions; it is our 
aim that this design supplies a useful tool to overcome such problems. 
Unfortunately, so far we cannot offer a practical example of a new public 

key encryption scheme derived from non-abelian groups in our framework. 
Having in mind the goal of identifying new mathematical primitives offer
ing provably secure encryption schemes, however, we think it is certainly 
worthwhile to explore the existence of automorphism group systems and 

hard subset membership problems based on non-abelian groups fitting 
our framework. 
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A Proof of Proposition 4 

Proof. Let us suppose as above that k E k is selected uniformly at 
random and s = (so' ... 'Sn) = x(h( k)) is given. Then ¢ = h(k) =

(<Po , ... ' <Pn) is also uniformly distributed on x-1(s).
In order to guarantee that H is 1/p-universab, it suffices to show 

the independence of the two random variables ¢ = gf!(x,e) ( ¢) and ¢* 

gf!(x•,e•)(¢), for any e,e* EE, x EX\ Land x* EX\ {x}. 



From Lemma 3, </> and ¢* are uniformly distributed on x-1(s) and 
x-1(s*), respectively, where s := gi

(x,e)(s) and s* := 9fcx•,e•)(s). Now
let i be the smallest integer such that I'i(x,e) -# I'i(x*,e*), that surely 
exists since I' is injective. Now, for any fixed values </>j E x-1(sj) for 
j = 1, ... , i - 1, i + 1, ... , n let us consider the map 

6i : X-1(so) X X-1(si) -t X-1(s) X X-1(s*)
( <Po, <Pi) -+ ( <P, </>*), 

where, as above, </>= g'
(x

,e)(1>) and¢*= gf!
(x•,e•)(¢). By defining 

"''L = ,1,I'1 (x,e) 0 ••• 0 ,i_I'i-1 (x,e) = ,1,I'1 (x* ,e•) 0 ••• 0 ,i_I';-1 (x* ,e*)
'I' 'Pl 'Pi-1 'Pl 'Pi-1 ' 
"'' _ ,i_I';+i (x,e) ,i_I'n (x,e) drR -ri+I O···Orn an 
nl,* _ ,i_I';+i (x*,e*) ,i_I'n(x*,e*) 
'PR -'Pi+I 0···0rn 

we can write 

6i ( <Po, <Pi) = ( <Po o 'I/; L o </>;'(x,e) o 'I/; R, <Po o 'I/; L o </>;' (x* ,e*) o 1PR).

The map 6i is injective. Indeed, consider two pairs (</>o,<Pi) and (¢0, ¢i)
in x-1(so) x x-1(si) such that 6i(<Po, </>d = 6i(¢o, ¢i)- Then, <Po o 1PL o
,i_T. (x,e) _;:, "'' ;:,I'; (x,e) d ,i_ "'' ,i_I', (x*,e*) _ J.. "'' ;:,T; (x*,e*) 
'Pi -'//0 O 'PL O 'Pi an '//0 O <p L O 'Pi -'//0 O <p L O 'Pi .
Combining these two equalities, we obtain 

,i,I'.(x* ,e*)-I';(x,e) = J..I',(x* ,e*)-I'i(x,e)
'Pi 'Pi ' 

that leads to <Pi= ¢i and then to <Po = ¢0 .6 Thus, 6i is injective. 
Then, as x-1(s0) x x-1(si) and x-1(s) x x-1(s*) have the same (fi

nite) cardinality, 6i is a bijection. So, if (<Po, <Pi) is chosen uniformly at 
random in x-1(s0) x x-1(si) then (</>,</>*) is uniformly distributed on
x-1(s) x x-1(s*), for any choice of </>j, j = 1, ... , i -1, i + 1, ... , n. Then, 
the same occurs when the whole tuple ¢ is chosen uniformly at random 
in x-1(s). Consequently, </> and¢* are independent uniformly distributed 
random variables. In particular, this independence implies that the knowl
edge of <P1.(x*, e*) = </>*(x*) does not affect the probability distribution of 
<f>r )x, e) = <f>(x). Thus, by Lemma 3, <f>r/x, e) is uniformly distributed on 
a set of size l[x]I. Then, II is 1/p-universah. D 

6 Note that, as II';(x*, e*) - I';(x, e)I < q, we have gcd(I';(x*, e*) - I';(x, e), IHI)= 1. 
So there are a, b E {O, ... , IHl-1} such that a(I';(x*, e*) - I';(x, e)) = l +blHI, and,
consequently, ¢f( r,(x* ,e*)-I';(x,e)) = ¢J+b1HI = <p;. 




